THE NEW LF
PURE EXCELLENCE

PURE EXCELLENCE:

The new benchmark
With superb safety systems, excellent performance, great manoeuvrability,
exceptional comfort and versatility, the New LF offers everything you expect
from a modern distribution truck.
A range of innovations have been added to the popular LF model range to take distribution transport to a new
level of excellence. Included are the latest safety systems, driveline enhancements, a luxurious new interior,
stylish exterior design, a comprehensive instrument panel and improved visibility for the driver. All this takes the
New LF to new benchmark levels. With higher load capacity and better efficiency, the New LF is a great
distribution truck for operators and drivers. In short: PURE EXCELLENCE.
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Safety Systems
The New LF offers the latest safety systems as
standard. These include a fully Electronic Braking
System and Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC), with
Forward Collision Warning (FCW) and Advanced
Emergency Braking System (AEBS) both integrated
into the ACC system. The Lane Departure Warning
System (LDWS) alerts the driver if the truck begins to
stray unintentionally from its lane.

Driveline and Payload Excellence
Agile and light with a small turning circle, the New
LF also has a robust and strong engine block and
cylinder head. The trucks are built with a long
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service life, maximum reliability and low weight in
mind. PACCAR PX engines are also designed to
simplify maintenance and maximise performance
at low operational cost.

Superb Driver Comfort
The superb new interior design makes the New LF
attractive and comfortable. New innovations that
make driving easier, safer and more enjoyable have
been introduced. New interior fabrics and seat
functionality offer exceptional of driver comfort. And
because distribution drivers are constantly in and out
of the truck, doors and steps are designed to make
entry and exit as easy as possible.

Driveline excellence
Light and responsive, with a range of engines, transmissions and rear axle
ratios, the New LF offers you versatility, reliability and fuel efficiency, excellent
performance and low emissions.
The PACCAR 6.7 litre PX-7 Euro 6
engines. Powerful and fuel efficient.
The power-to-weight ratio of the six-cylinder
PACCAR PX engines are among the best in this
performance class. Highly flexible, these engines
result in excellent driveability and less gear-shifting.
PACCAR PX Euro 6 engines use EGR, SCR and DPF
technologies to comply with the most stringent
requirements for exhaust gas emissions. PACCAR PX
Euro 6 engines offer excellent reliability, fuel efficiency,
excellent performance and low emissions.

DAF’s Unique Driver Performance
Assistant (DPA) System to Measure and
Improve Driver Performance
The DPA records the driving of individual drivers,
benchmarks this against an ideal and gives useful tips
for efficient acceleration and braking, and optimal
gear selection.

Added Driver Comfort
The PACCAR PX engine’s compact design, with
various components integrated into the engine block
and cylinder head, means it is extremely quiet, adding
to driver comfort.

Fully Optimised Suspension
The front suspension is fully optimised to offer the
perfect balance between damping, lateral stability
and stiffness offering the driver further comfort.

Great Load Capacity
With its modern, strong and light chassis, the New LF
does not compromise on robustness and flexibility,
while offering low kerb weight and high load capacity.

High-Performance Axles
The axles have been developed with performance,
long service life and maximum driving comfort in mind.

Superb Bodybuilder Friendliness
The New LF also incorporates innovations that
improve bodybuilder friendliness, such as Body
Attachment Module (BAM) programmes, that fast,
easy installation of bodies. Also, by positioning
various components on the inside of the chassis, the
New LF chassis is completely flat which give extra
flexibility for different configurations.

DAF LF

The New LF
specifications
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INDICATION

PERFORMANCE

TORQUE

PACCAR PX-7
engine 6.7 litre

PX-7 194

264 hp (194 kW)
at 2,300 rpm

737 lb/ft (1,000 Nm)
at 1,000 – 1,700 rpm

PACCAR PX-7
engine 6.7 litre

PX-7 217

295 hp (217 kW)
at 2,300 rpm

811 lb/ft (1,100 Nm)
at 1,000 – 1,700 rpm
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PACCAR PX-7 217
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Designed for comfort
Every aspect of the New LF’s cab has been designed with driver comfort and ergonomics in
mind. The result is a superior standard of user-friendliness and care for the driver’s well-being.
The Perfect Working Environment
The dashboard is attractive and comprehensively
equipped, offering maximum ease of use. All controls
are within easy reach and arranged logically by function.
And the extra-large capacity of the heating and
ventilation system means the interior can quickly be
brought to the ideal temperature. With doors that open
to a wide 90° angle and steps designed to make entry
and exit as easy as possible for the driver, no aspect of
driver safety or comfort has been left to chance.

Even Better Driver Information
and Visibility
The clear instrument panel has new fonts and
styling for enhanced clarity, increasing driver comfort
and efficiency.

Outstanding visibility is a design fundamental in the
New LF. Integral mirrors are optimally positioned and
easy to adjust. The large windscreen and side
windows give the driver unobstructed views to the
front and sides and with (optional) cornering lights to
enhance visibility in the direction of travel.

Great Storage Space
The New LF offers extensive storage options,
including side pockets in the door panels and two
large compartments above the windscreen. The
Extended Day Cab and Sleeper Cab come with three
additional lockable storage boxes behind the seats
as standard.

New High-End Trim
The cab features a high-end trim with
stylish new fabrics in warm colours on
the seat, curtains and optional mattress.

Highly Adjustable Seat
The New LF has an extremely comfortable
driver’s seat, with a large range of adjustments.
This results in the perfect driving position for
drivers of all heights.

Ergonomic Design
The adjustable, multifunctional steering wheel contributes
to an excellent driving position. The integrated switches for
operating the cruise control, engine brake and radio are all
within easy reach.

DAF LF
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High-end
exterior design
The New LF’s superb exterior design delivers a great looking,
aerodynamic and safe truck.

New Roof Air Deflector
and Fenders
New roof air deflector and fenders
improve aerodynamics and lower
fuel consumption.

Airflow
The design channels airflow for engine
performance and helps keep the
windscreen, windows and door
handles clean.

Mirror Location
Integral mirrors are
optimally positioned
and easy to adjust.

Large Windscreen
The large windscreen
gives the driver a clear
view of the road and
surrounding environment.

New Vision Door
An optional new vision
door improves safety by
giving drivers a better
view of pedestrians and
cyclists on the near-side,
next to the cabin. The
passenger window is
controlled electronically
from the driver’s side and
slides to open.

Upper Panel
and DAF Logo
The large panel
above and the DAF
logo have been
redesigned for an
attractive look.

Bumper

Silver Grille Strips

A galvanised bumper and Lexan
headlights resist minor damage.

Silver grille strips give the New
LF a strong, appealing and
modern look.

We’ve got
you covered
The DAF Dealer Network
With the full complement of PACCAR Australia services, you can
count on the DAF Dealer Network to provide you with excellent
parts, service and repairs for all DAF trucks when you needed. In
addition, our dedicated Roadside Assistance Service covers
Australia providing 24/7 support. Simply call 1800 4 PACCAR
(1800 472 222) to be connected to your nearest DAF Dealer.

No rights can be derived from this publication. DAF Trucks Australia reserves
the right to change product specifications without prior notice. For the most
recent product and services information, contact your authorised DAF dealer.
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For further information or your nearest
DAF Dealer visit www.daf.com.au
DAF Trucks Australia
20 Canterbury Road Bayswater VIC 3153
Phone (03) 9721 1600

